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ABSTRACT

ProTeus (PROtein TErminUS) is a web-based tool for
the identification of short linear signatures in protein
termini. It is based on a position-based search method
for revealingshortsignatures in terminiofallproteins.
The initial step in ProTeus development was to collect
all signature groups (SIGs) based on their relative
positions at the termini. The initial set of SIGs went
through a sequential process of inspection and
removal of SIGs, which did not meet the attributed
statistical thresholds. The SIGs that were found sig-
nificant represent protein sets with minimal or no
overall sequence similarity besides the similarity
found at the termini. These SIGs were archived and
are presented at ProTeus. The SIGs are sorted by their
strong correspondence to functional annotation from
external databases such as GO. ProTeus provides
rich search and visualization tools for evaluating
the quality of different SIGs. A search option allows
the identification of terminal signatures in new
sequences. ProTeus (ver 1.2) is available at http://
www.proteus.cs.huji.ac.il.

INTRODUCTION

Protein signatures are detected by a wide variety of methods.
Most methods imply initial multiple sequence alignment
to form a ‘seed alignment’ that is then generalized to build
a consensus or a profile. These methods are the basis for most
current knowledge on signatures in proteins. Due to an inad-
equate statistical significance score, very short signatures fail
to be recognized by most search methods. A common property
to all methods used for signature identification, i.e. InterPro
(1), is that the relative position of the signature in the protein is
not considered.

Biological examples are known in which the sequence of the
protein terminus is critical for dictating protein cellular loc-
alization, sorting, stability or binding to a partner protein (2).
The potential of ProTeus method to detect signatures in protein

termini is illustrated by the known signature of KDEL at the
C-terminal. This signature is known to tag endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER) resident proteins (3). Our method was able to detect
58 proteins with KDEL signature in the same position at the
C-terminal, of which 54 were annotated by SwissProt (manu-
ally checked by experts) as localized to the ER, suggesting a
false positive rate of only 7%. If the positional information is
not taken into consideration, 1037 proteins that have KDEL in
their sequence would be detected, resulting in a false positive
rate of 94%. Thus, including positional information and an
unbiased collection of proteins are crucial for the detection of
short terminal signatures.

Herein, we present the ProTeus tool. It allows the search
through a collection of preprocessed protein sets that share
terminal signatures (referred to as SIGs). We expect many of
the SIGs to account for previously overlooked functionally
related groups. ProTeus (PROtein TErminUS) is presented
as a website that supports inspection and new discovery of
candidate SIGs. ProTeus is available at http://www.proteus.cs.
huji.ac.il.

METHODOLOGY

ProTeus uses sequences which were taken from the SwissProt
database. A pool of short signatures of 3–10 amino acids
is collected from each terminal. All proteins were grouped
according to the sequence signature and its relative position.
Following removal of groups based on their size, we archived
all groups that showed a high degree of correspondence to a
functional annotation from SwissProt, InterPro and GO [Gene
Ontology, (4)].

Resources and protein database

Protein sequences were taken from SwissProt version 40.28
(containing 114 053 proteins). Following removal of sequences
annotated as ‘fragments’, a total of 106 920 proteins remained.
To this set of protein, several external annotation sources were
used: SwissProt keywords with 865 annotations (version:
40.28); InterPro (1) with 5551 annotations (version 5.2) and
GO (4) with 5229 annotations (July 2002). ProtoNet version 4.0
(5,6) was used as a protein classification hierarchical scaffold.
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Classifying proteins into SIGs

Datasets of N-terminal fragments and C-terminal fragments
were created from the first ten and last ten amino acids of each
protein, respectively.

All terminal fragments were grouped according to the
appearance of signatures at a given location on the sequence.
Proteins that shared a signature on their termini at the same
position were grouped into the same Signature Group (SIG).
Signatures span 3–10 amino acids in length, and contain either
no or one undetermined amino acid (a gap), the latter referred
to as gapped SIG. Often few continuous SIGs can be merged to
create a unified gapped SIG.

Removal of irrelevant SIGs

We performed three sequential steps of SIG inspection and
removal of SIGs; in order to reduce the number of proposed
SIGs: (i) Groups with >10 proteins were removed. (ii) We
tested each SIG for its correspondence with a biological
annotation from GO, SwissProt or InterPro. We assigned to
each SIG the most highly corresponding annotation using a
score-based method. The score for a given annotation, k, and
a set of proteins, P, in its data source is defined as:

score P‚kð Þ ¼ jP \ K j
jP [ K j ‚

where K is the set of all SwissProt proteins that were assigned
to annotation k. In order to identify the most significant sig-
natures, we removed SIGs that received a low purity (<0.5).
We defined Purity as the fraction of SIGs’ proteins that inter-
sect with the assigned annotation. If >9 proteins intersected
with the annotation k, the SIG was not removed although the
purity might be lower than 0.5. (iii) We removed all SIGs that
contain proteins with a substantial overall sequence similarity.
To this end, we took advantage of the scaffold of all proteins as
reflected by ProtoNet (6). The hierarchical level of ProtoNet
was applied in order to remove SIGs that share high level of
sequence similarity. Following these steps, we composed a
collection of functionally suggestive SIGs that are presented
in http://www.proteus.cs.huji.ac.il/.

Quality measurement for the SIG assigned annotation

In order to test the significance of the annotation assigned to a
SIG, we calculated the P-value for a group of proteins to have
‘randomly’ received the assigned annotation.

The P-value was calculated according to the hypergeomet-
ric distribution: the chance of getting x or more hits for an
annotation when randomly picking a set of size g proteins out
of a database of d proteins, given there are k proteins in the
database with this annotation is:

P-value x‚g‚d‚kð Þ ¼
Xmin k‚ gð Þ
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We used an approximation for the binomial coefficient
provided. This P-value is calculated for all available
annotations.

SEARCH ProTeus

ProTeus offers five search options:

(i) View all collected SIGs. The user defines the N- or
C-terminal, the source of data for searching; SwissProt
(version 40.28) or a merge of SwissProt (41.21 and
TrEMBL 24.8) and the annotation source for searching;
SwissProt, GO or InterPro.

(ii) Search by an annotation. The search for significant
SIGs covers all annotations (a complete term or a partial
one) derived from external annotation sources including
GO, SwissProt or InterPro.

(iii) Scan a protein. Any protein, whether external or part of
the protein database, may be tested for a match with the
collected SIGs.

(iv) Search for a signature. The user may provide any
suggested signature (continuous or gapped) from 3 to 10
amino acids in length. The SIGs that correspond to that
signature are presented.

(v) BLAST your protein. This is a specialized BLAST (7)
version tuned for short sequences that uses the BLAST
algorithm to search for signatures on the termini of
the user’s protein sequence. This BLAST option allows
detection of signatures that are degenerate or include
multiple gaps.

REPRESENTATION OF A SIG

For each of the five search modes, the final result is a summary
line with detailed information on the properties of the selected
SIG. Table 1 summarizes the information presented in the
summary line for this SIG. The example presented is a result
of browsing the C-terminal collection of ProTeus based on the
SwissProt annotations.

The Signature KDEL (mentioned in the Introduction) is
specified by its position, �4 (note that position �1 refers to
the most C-terminal amino acid): 58 proteins share the KDEL
signature, 54 of them are annotated by SwissProt as ‘Endo-
plasmic reticulum’. Thus, the calculated purity is 93%.

Table 1. A summary table for a selected SIG of KDEL signature

No. of motifs 13
Signature KDEL
Relative position �4
SIG size 58
Annotation source SwissProt
No. of proteins intersecting with annotation 54
Purity 0.93
ProtoNet cluster 227 261
Cluster size 89 264
General annotation frequency 1.04%
Protolevel 99.97
Connection ratio 17.05
No. of kingdoms 3
No. of taxons 72
No. of taxa per kingdom 24
Average length 529.67
SD 175.81

The SIG is defined by the identity of the N- or C-terminal, the underlying
annotation source, the signature, the position of the signature in the protein
and the corresponding dominant annotation associated with it.
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The abundance of this annotation in the database is 1.04%.
Additional information refers to the number of taxonomical
kingdoms that are covered by this SIG (72 different taxa in 3
different kingdoms). The average length and SD of the set of

proteins that accounts for the best annotation (‘Endoplasmic
reticulum’) is reported. The degree of sequence similarity is
shown by the ‘Protolevel’ and the ‘Connection ratio’ (see
‘help’ in the ProTeus website for explanations).

Figure 1. A sample of ProTeus website search results. Upper screen: shows a section from the taxonomical view on the proteins within specific SIG of the KDEL
signature. Lower screen: the result of searching SIG with a KDEL signature revealed 2 SIGS based on annotations from external sources. The list of proteins and the
source of annotations are available through an active link.
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From the summary line, the user may request a full descrip-
tion of the proteins in this SIG according to several modes of
visualizations:

(i) A full list of proteins for downloading in several routinely
used formats.

(ii) A graphical view for the proteins that share the best corre-
sponding functional annotation (marked as YES); the pro-
teins that have the signature in an identical position,
however, the annotation term that specifies the SIGs is
missing (marked as NO) and the combined set (marked
as ALL). For each of the protein sets, the user can activate a
local ClustalW tool (8) for creating a multiple alignment
consensus. The terminal signature is marked as a yellow
patch on the protein sequence.

(iii) A PANDORA (9) based visualization on a set of proteins
marked with YES, NO or ALL (see above). PANDORA
presents an integrated biological view of protein sets based
on knowledge-based functional annotation sources, and
offers statistical evaluation of these sets.

(iv) A local BLAST search for any pairs of proteins within
the SIG.

Screen shots from ProTeus website are shown in Figure 1. The
upper screen represents a graphical view of the taxonomy
diversity of a selected SIG with the KDEL signature, the
relevant signature is marked by a yellow bar. The different
kingdoms are color-coded. The lower screen shows the results
following the search for a SIG with the KDEL signature at its
C-terminal.

At any step, the user can search and inspect a SIG that is
either continuous or gapped. Furthermore, a link to the
ProtoNet database is available. This link allows the user to
access the rest of the proteins in the database that share the
annotation specified by the SIG of interest.

MAINTENANCE AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The analysis described above is based on SwissProt (version
40.28). An identical scheme was applied to a larger database
that combines SwissProt (version 41.21) and TrEMBL
(version 24.8) with over one million proteins. Additional
external sources of annotations such as protein–protein inter-
actions will be included in future versions. A ‘feedback’
option for experimental biologists is presented to allow an
input from the community on the validity of the proposed
SIGs. The ProTeus website will be updated twice a year in
conjugation with ProtoNet updates (10).

CONCLUSIONS

ProTeus provides a collection of few hundreds of SIGs cov-
ering the SwissProt database and much larger number when
combining proteins from SwissProt and TrEMBL. ProTeus
focuses on signatures that are often undetected by routine

search programs. The set of proteins within a SIG often
span a broad phylogenic diversity and a large variation in
protein size. An interesting case is represented by those
SIGs in which some of the proteins are marked as hypothetical.
In such instances, it is appealing to suggest functional infer-
ence with other annotated proteins within the same SIG.

ProTeus provides an online interactive tool that allows
detecting previously known and potentially overlooked signa-
tures in protein termini.
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